
Reclaiming the Digital Commons
The tragedy of the commons is usually told about individuals, acting independently and out of self-
interest, destroying a shared resource. This project inspired by a poem attempts to recreate a and
rewrite the narrative that commons are not sustainable in the digital era. There is nothing about people
themselves that means commons are bound to fail but in the underlying operating systems of
exploitative capitalism. We have allowed the commons to become exploited when corporations
externalize costs and expect everyone else to pay their way as they harvest our data and personal lives
through surveillance capitalism. 
 
Then this project looks to expose the corporations of Silicon Valley which perform as hip democratic
value of youth culture but are really some of the biggest companies in history very much interested in
shareholder value. Corporations which took an internet founded on open source and commons
values and exploited it. This then is a project of restoration and retrieving what was lost. 
 
Seeing as these corporations were using 17th century feudal practices using medieval scrips was
apt to recreating the script and exposing the reversal of figure and ground taking place through
education.

The Goose and the Commons
17th Century
 
The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals the goose off the common
But leaves the greater villain looseW
ho steals the common from the goose.
 
The law demands that we atone
When we take things we do not own
But leaves the lords and ladies fine
Who takes things that are yours and mine.
 
The poor and wretched don’t escape
If they conspire the law to break;
This must be so but they endure
Those who conspire to make the law.
 
The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals the goose from off the common
And geese will still a common lack
Till they go and steal it back.

Entrapment 
Reversal of figure and ground  
The naturalness of communing and sharing nature versus greed
Opportunity: Present the internet as a natural commons co-opted by commercial hyperreality. 
Freedom from entrapment.

Metaphors, Messages, Themes

Stratergies

Pay homage to intelligence  
 layer philosophical meaning 
 A persona to drive narrative a functional experience. 
 A quest to find more information and connect with others.  
 Animated gif buttons, rollover images, parallax scrolling, video embeds, semiotics. 
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Fonts:
A variety of period fonts in order to anchor the narrative in converging time periods. The use of fonts highlights both the good
and the bad before the modern era of surveillance capitalism and the exploitation of the commons. At their best the old fonts
symbolise a renascence or a retrieval of what was lost and at their worst they remind us of the systems of absolute power the
kings and rulers of those times had - especially in the dark ages. Is the power of these huge extractive tech giants taking us
back to the dark ages?

Enchanted Land is softer, has kinder simpler edges and is quite readable. Enchanted
land captures the wonder and the simple pleasures of the world we could have with
more commoning and concern for others.

A number of fonts
were explored

in order to match their
sutabilityMiddle Ages was a font that was readable while capturing both the tyranny and the

magic of the earlier time

Colours and Buttons:
Colours: Contrasted to reinforce  binaries. 

The commons and the Wizard’s quest is
symbolised with natural colours to appeal to
audience sensibilities.

Hyper-real colours like the first internet
advertisements. 
The blood red moon of evil and shodowy darkness

Images are also buttons
where users are encouraged
to plot their own journey and
choose a wise path.

I experimented with using a
shadow to extenuate figure

and
ground

 however, in the
format of gifs they did not look

good.

Some of the earlier colours
were too bright (below ff0000)

and by adding
darkness the effect is easier on

the eye (left b50202)

The bright coulors of the unicorns are meant to represent
the hypereality of the media environment caused by neo-

liberal overcommercialisation.

Many castles were sketched in an attept to find
one that looks more evil. Forboding on a hill

looking down at us = power

The Evil Kingdom

The Wise Path

mouse over state

mouse over state

mouse
over state

is white

a shaking effect is applied on mouse over

 

An early
attempt

at creating a
unicorn to look
hyper-real and

unnatural



The Wise Path 
The commons may seem like an outdated concept but it has never been more relevant. The Coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic has shown up the fragility
and dysfunction of the market order and state. The cultures and ideologies behind these production apparatus are truly strained. Trust in a system that
provides huge bailouts to huge multinationals is waning and it seems like the economic systems are crumbling. The Commons is about empowerment
and the people having ownership and property rights and resources that we share as a people. Centuries of scorched earth extractive practices have
depleted the commons and the forests, grasslands and mineral-laden land. And today while taxpayers finance billions of dollars of research at
universities and by the CSIRO few reap the benefits. We helped create the Internet and it is our job to retrieve what is great about it. 
 
There is an old poem: 
The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals the goose from off the common 
But leaves the greater villain looseW
ho steals the common from off the goose 
 
From the Goose and the Commons Unknown Author  
 
Douglas Rushkoff believes the tragedy of the commons occurs when we all act like individuals “That’s what is meant by the tragedy of the commons. A
bunch of individuals, acting independentlyand out of self-interest, may deplete a shared resource even though it hurts everyone in the longrun”. ―
Douglas Rushkoff, Present Shock: When Everything Happens Now Like when we illegally download music expecting others to pick up the tab. Find out
more about the democratizing potential of the internet before choosing a character to retrieve those lost values. But choose wisely. The truth will set
you free.
Podcast: https://soundcloud.com/ricky-wright-302037179/exploring-van-life

Pure self-interest has become part of the operating system that has come to predominate the evil kingdom Silicon Castle.  We need you to restore
justice. The evil kingdom's technological solutions further segment us and divide us,  while creating echo chambers and surveillance
control to sell goods and maintain their dominance. They put the economy and profits before people. The figure before the ground.   How can
we create an internet of Humanity and not only an Internet of Things? Choose a wise friend and follow their path!
 
YouTube Embed
The Co-option of the Commons
https://youtu.be/NBBR1If-8KA
 

Text:

Page 2

Page 1

Page 4

Page 3

The quest,
metonymic of the
peasant’s plight, is

to reclaim the
commons to attain
freedom from evil

The term unicorn was phased by a venture capitalist in 2013 to refer to a privately held company valued at over $1 billion. It was thought
such happenings were as rare as unicorns. However when companies like Airbnb and Uber succeed it often comes at the expense of the commons.
Rents become too high for in Barcelona and Hobart while Taxi drivers go out of Business in India and can’t repay the loans on their licences. In the
short term, consumers pay less but over time the wealth in local communities is depleted. Choose a path to learn more about restoring the commons.

https://p2pfoundation.net/
https://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Main_Page
https://primer.commonstransition.org/4-more/how-does-the-commons-work

LinksHere we explore the story of Jason Schmitt,.who is creating a pirate bay of open
source knowledge like Wikipedia only academic.  Jason looks at the big business 
of for-profit academic publishing in his new  documentary Paywall: The Business of 
Scholarship.  Should the world’s research be locked behind closed doors? Hear
about other inspirational stories of of people building a commons like Jason.

Insight: The internet was founded
on open source communing like a
medieval commons co-opted by the
evil. Facebook and Google portray
themselves as hip with the rebellious,
youth, progressive, democratic,
values of counterculture yet behave
more like medieval, feudal overlords
with huge monopolies. These are
symbolised as lords of evil kingdoms.

Audience : The socially aware sage.
 
Socially Aware Inner-city urban, no kids, public
transport, above-average income 18 to 27, hold
passionate opinions about society, whether they're
saving the world or purchasing the latest innovative
product they are well informed, across all the
smartest and in-depth news media (Roy Morgan,
2020).
 
Sage Archetype To build affinity and emotional
connection to my design narrative, I will employ the
Sage archetype (Iconicfox, 2019).



Semiotics: We will use the
mythology and iconography of
medieval times to present an
allegory of the importance of

reclaiming the commons (the early
democratising potentials of the
internet) from evil (commercial

takeover).

Images

The likable wizard. Like
Lord of the Rings or
Harry Potter. Smile.

Staff. The truth will set
you free

All images were hand drawn.
Then converted to SVG files in

Inkscape to make them
infinitely scalable and to

experiment with colour. The
final images were converted in
Gimp to gif files at the correct

sizes. All small file sizes

 Hyper-real
artificial

Fake

Bad evil, 
blood red

 moon Not a happy 
castle. The sideds and height of

the towers were extentuated
to increase the perception of

total power

Evil empires
were represented in text as they
were in Shrek - Lord Farquaad.
Different fonts were explored

Imaged also produced in layers
to explore paralex effect. Having the castle

located on the right was more fearful 
when juxtaposed opposite 

the fear and fire of a blood red moon and sky

images were redrawn to look
like classic fairytale

the mouseover state for evil empire icons
 is black: death

different colour and size moons were explored.
Smaller moons did not connote evil as well.

And the darker red moon seemed unnatural
and bad



Page 2 of 4:
The Evil Kingdom
Users are introduced to the idea of the 
commons.
The evil kingdom is explained in a video
as the user scrolls down the page.
 
The page was extended to make the most
of the the parallax effect.
Links from 1,3,4
Links to 1,3,4
The exploitation of the internet portrayed
as evil.
Visual narrative to tell a story and engage
on a quest
 
Images have rollover states and shake,
dragon, unicorn
Images have rollover state Pirate, moon,
castle
All images link to page represented by
image. 
 
<h1>, <h2> <body><head><style><title>
<ul>
The user is asked to choose a character
to complete an important quest of 
 reclaiming the commons,
Background colour b50202
 
Video: https://youtu.be/NBBR1If-8KA



Page 4 of 4:
The destruction of the counterculture internet
by unicorn IPO's
 
Links from 1,2 ,3
 
Links to  2
 
Unicorn shakes on hover
 
Parallax effect over castle elements
 
Fonts, Enchantment, Middle ages
 
h1>, <h2> <body><head><style><blockquote><title>
all images have rollover state and link to page
represented by image
 
Background colour b50202
he unicorn shakes like one of those tacky early
advertisements on the internet to try to get
attention. (Transforms)
This moving link  creates a sense of
Entrapment withing the narraitive and prevents the
user from leaving easily Matrix like Entrapment in
hypereality
 
A flashing click me button
links the page
 
 



Ideations of
page layouts

and grids



This layout uses the Golden ratio to
produce balance. The extra large out of
proportion dark moon however spells

doom when juxtaposed against the
castle. The wizard is a little larger and set
away from the evil castle which helps the

narrative.

Page 2:



This layout uses a Z pattern and the rule
of thirds. Each character roughly takes up
three grids in each direction as well and

there are some grids left empty The
appeal of this layout it creates many
different relationships between the

characters

text
Page 2:



This pattern leaves one grid square as a
channel between each icon. The moon is

larger.

text

text

Page 2:



The good wizard is set on a white
background. The layout is 3 by 3 with the
wizard taking 6 grids and the icons taking
three. Grids on either side at he top are

left empty tobting the focus to the wizard

text

Page 1:



The Wizard has a central place in a 3 by 3
grid. A Z layout directs the eye across the

top and then down.

text

Page 1:



The Wizard has a central place in a 3 by 3
grid. A Z layout directs the eye across the

top and then down.

text
Page 1:



This uses the rule of thirds with the icons
down the right as if facing off against the

unicorn but the unicorn faces right.
Somehow the unicorn looks more

dominant in this instance. The unicorn is
set against the evil castle background

text

Page 2:



This uses the rule of thirds with the icons
down the bottom as if getting trampled

by the unicorn.The unicorn is set against
the evil castle background

text

Page 2:



This uses the rule of thirds with the icons
down the bottom. But the unicorn takes
up most squares. By putting the unicorn

behind it looks even bigger.

text

Page 2:



The pirate looks innocent on a white
background. A 3 by 3 layout where the

icons each take a corner looks
democratic

text

Page 3:



The pirate looks innocent on a white
background. A 3 by 3 layout where the

icons each take a place below the pirate

text

Page 3:



The pirate looks innocent on a white
background. A 3 by 3 layout where the

icons each take a place below the pirate.
But now the pirate faces the other way

and is in the middle

text
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